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Abstract: Privacy concerns keep users from sharing required
information in a collaborative environment. There is a need
of privacy preserving methods that can enhance flow of information among collaborating users in dynamic teams without
compromising their privacy. We describe a user-defined rolebased sharing control model and architecture that uses hybrid
roles and hybrid sharing control policy for the owner of information as well as the enterprise. It extends the RBAC model
to incorporate context constraints, collaborative relationships, and owner-defined roles. Sharing control request evaluation
in presence of hybrid roles and hybrid policy is described. An
architecture and its implementation using Web services is described that presents methods for sharing context information
among collaborating users of the virtual team.
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I. Introduction
Web 2.0 [22] and Enterprises 2.0 [16] technologies are being used by the enterprises to create virtual teams of experts. These experts are users who work in distributed and dynamic teams created by one or more enterprises to achieve
their common goals. These enterprises and their users are
working from different locations connected through social
software technologies [17]. Sharing of information among
users or groups working to accomplish collaborative tasks
is a fundamental requirement. It enables individual users to
carry out their tasks efficiently and effectively to contribute
to a collective work done more than the sum of individual
works. Sharing of information also helps in management of
complex distributed tasks and individuals. Information being shared during these collaborations can belong to different types (personal information, activity information, context
information, device information) and different privacy categories (public information, private information, semi private
information). In distributed and dynamic environments users
working in different teams can join and leave a team whenever needed. In such environment, users are reluctant to share
their information with other users whom they do not know

personally. Role, that is assigned to a user based on user’s
responsibility [12], is one of the basic credential for sharing information but is not sufficient to identify an individual.
Other credentials can identify an individual, yet they cannot
develop trust among collaborating users. In this case users
share only partial or insufficient information with others.
Different techniques have been used for controlling the information sharing, for example, access control techniques
like role-based access control (RBAC) [14], team-based
access control [33], context-based access control [26], or
organization-based access control [34]. Most of these techniques focus on restricting access to information. We describe user-defined role-based sharing control model for enhanced sharing and privacy, to emphasize the importance of
enhanced sharing in presence of privacy constraints, which is
key characteristic and requirement of virtual teams collaborations.
In this paper, we describe a model for sharing information
among collaborating users, performing activities in one or
more teams, created by their enterprises. We intend to enhance the sharing of information among collaborating users. The increase in sharing of activity related information
increases the efficiency of collaborative activities and their
teams. We extend the Role-based access control model [14]
to include owner-defined roles in addition to the traditional
enterprise-defined roles. Owner, in our system, is the user
who wants to share her information with others. With the
increase in interaction among users, the mutual trust increases. Using collaborative relationships and history of previous
interactions, an owner can assign the owner-defined role to
a collaborating user. Owner-defined role enhances the level
of information sharing among users. We describe the assignment and revocation scenarios of owner-defined roles in our
system. An architecture of the user-defined role-based sharing control system for enhanced sharing and privacy is presented. Our research efforts include user-defined role-based
sharing control model using context of all involved entities
and the control of information being shared at fine-grained
level of all involved entities. An owner can assign ownerdefined role to a trusted requester and can modify sharing
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policy for any entity, for example, for a specific user, activity, team, or enterprise. Information is organized in hierarchical order and sharing control system provides information
at certain level that is allowed to requester. Remainder of
the paper is described as follows. Section 2 describes information sharing control and mobile-based dynamic collaborations. Section 3 gives details of user-defined role-based
sharing control model. Section 4 explains the user-defined
role-based sharing control architecture. Section 5 explains
the user-defined role-based sharing control policy. Section 6
shows the related work. Section 7 describes conclusion and
future work.

II. Information Sharing Control and Mobilebased Dynamic Collaborations
In this section, we describe access control, its pros and cons in collaborative and dynamic systems. We also describe
the term sharing control which is used in our system to emphasize the enhancement of owner-controlled sharing. As
distributed and dynamic scenarios require the use of smart
devices like mobiles in addition to computers and laptops we
describe the use of mobile systems and their limitations for
sharing of information.

A. Access Control
There is always a tradeoff between information sharing and
privacy of the owner’s information. Access control keeps information sharing to a restricted level of user’s privacy by
defining authorization rules. Static access control rules are
not suitable for dynamic environments. Authorization decisions in dynamic environments depend on multiple factors
including context of all involved entities, collaborative relationship among entities, history of previous interactions, and
roles of the participants.
Access control and privacy policies for users have been centrally administered by the enterprises. Standard access control policies, for example, core RBAC [14] were usually static in nature, that do not take into account the context of subject or object. Currently mobile-based dynamic systems are
replacing centralized systems and static access control policies with distributed, peer to peer and, collaborative access
control policies, in which users can control sharing of their
data. Current research efforts are focussed on owner-defined
context-based dynamic policies for enhanced sharing of information. It means the current requirement is to shift control
of sharing policies from central administrators to distributed
users that will help in achieving distributed, enhanced, and
fine-grained level of sharing.
Context-based access control systems [26] are being used for
providing required level of access control to users. An owner can decide what level sharing is needed with which users.
Access rule adaptation can be performed using the dynamic nature of context at runtime. Likewise, it is possible to
dynamically adapt the behavior of a system by capturing the
current context of requester, provider, resources, and environment. Context-based systems are helpful in fulfilling the
changing access requirements of the owner of information.
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B. Sharing Control
In our system, for dynamic and collaborative virtual team
environment, we motivate use of the term sharing control instead of access control. We coin the term sharing control
which serves important purposes in sharing of information.
Sharing control emphasizes the fact that control of information sharing should be distributed among owner and administrator. Also that the owner of information should have full
control of sharing her own information with others. In our
scenario, we distribute the control of sharing between owner
of information and the administrator. An administrator designs access control policy based on enterprise-defined roles
while the owner has final authority of sharing her information. An owner can override the administrator-defined policy
by creating owner-defined roles and providing authorization
policy for them. Owner of information wants control of sharing control policies for her personal information and activities. The owner needs to change policies with change in context and collaborative relationships. An owner may need to
control sharing of her information at different levels with different users, for example, restricting some user to access certain information or certain level of information (when same
information is available in different levels of detail). In this
way, different users can be granted different level of access
rights based on their role in enterprise, collaborative relationship with owner, and current context.
C. Mobile-based dynamic collaborations
Mobile devices are the heart of distributed and dynamic
systems. In collaborative virtual team-based environments,
users are mostly distributed and dynamic. Users use various constrained devices like mobiles, PDA’s, and laptops
to contact with collaborating users of their team during the
movements. On one hand, mobile devices are resource constrained devices. Mobiles have limited battery power, memory, and display. On the other hand, due to advances in mobile
technologies, their advantage of anytime and anywhere connectivity is dominating their limitations. During movements
mobile system act as a proxy for users and their computers,
they can share limited amount of data on user’s behalf. Thus
mobile devices are very helpful in many applications of collaborative working environments. For example, in disaster
scenarios, mobiles are an important and sometimes the only
way to connect and share required context of situation.
Due to their resource constraints (limited memory, display,
and battery) mobile devices need content adaptation. This
requires that the information should be organized in a way
so that only certain level of it can be shared using mobile
devices. Also the volume of information being sent should
be based on context of receiver and receiving device. Only a
minimum level of information is shared so that low memory
mobile devices can store it with less battery consumption and
can display on its small screen.

III. User-defined Role-based Sharing Control
Model
In this section, we describe user-defined role-based sharing
control model. This heart of this model is user-defined roles
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Role Type
E-Roles
O-Role(RBAC)

O-Role(Private)

Descriptions

Example

Enterprisedefined roles
Owner-defined
roles based on
RBAC
Owner-defined
private roles

E-Manager, E-Developer
O-Manager,
O-Developer
Friend, Family

Table 1: Types of roles used in our system

and collaborative relationships among all involved entities.
Two types of roles are involved in our system. One is conventional enterprise-defined role as used in RBAC and other is
owner-defined role proposed in our system [35]. First we describe enterprise-defined and owner-defined roles, life cycle
of an owner-defined role including role assignment and revocation scenarios. Next we describe entities and their collaborative relationships including priorities among entities [23].
A. Hybrid Role creation and management
Our system uses two types of roles. Here we discuss what
are these two types of roles, who creates, assigns, and owns
them, and how they are used. The two types of roles used
in our system are called enterprise-defined roles and ownerdefined roles. First type of role the enterprise-defined role
is conventional role used in RBAC systems. Second type
of role owner-defined role emerged from our requirement to
allow an owner of information to control sharing of her personal information. Adding these two types of roles in our
sharing control model completes our intention of owner controlled sharing. These two types of roles with their subtypes
are described here and shown in Table 1.
1) Enterprise-Defined Roles
These are the conventional roles used in RBAC. An administrator of an enterprises defines these roles according to the
responsibilities of employees. These roles are used in our
system for controlling sharing policies of the employees of
an enterprise who are taking part in some collaborative team
activity. We represent enterprise-defined roles as E-Role that
contain authorization rules for access control. These are
rather static roles that describe who can share certain information under which conditions. We use context constraints
with these roles to make their dynamic use in our scenario.
Context constraints can also be used for dynamic activation
and deactivation of roles.
2) Owner-Defined Roles
Owner-defined roles represented as O-Role in our system are
an alternative to enterprise-defined roles used to allow user
the control on sharing of her personal information. These
roles are used by an owner when the enterprise-defined role
does not allow to share information in a particular scenario while the owner wants to share information with a trusted
user. Assignment of these roles depends on many factors including current context, collaborative relationships, and history of interactions. Owner-defined roles are either created
from existing enterprise-defined roles or they can be created
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by the owner. These two types of owner-defined roles are
described below.
A. Owner-Defined Enterprise-based Roles
This type of roles are created based on the enterprise-defined
roles. These roles are pre-defined in the system by creating
an O-Role for each E-Roles. After creation of these roles, an
owner can add the authorizations in these roles to allow users
to access more information. These roles are assigned to user whose job role is same as E-Role on which it is based, for
example, user having E-Developer role will get O-Developer
role. When users are participating in a mutual activity, team,
or enterprise, system can automatically detect their collaborative relationships and provide roles related to requester’s
enterprise-based roles. It provides advantage of enhanced information sharing at different levels, for example, users having O-Role will get details of information in contrast to the
users having only E-Role.
B. Owner-Defined Personal Roles
These roles are optional and are defined for the personal
friends or family of the owner. Some colleagues from enterprise can also be assigned these roles whom the owner
trusts. Examples of these roles are O-Friend, O-Colleague or
O-Family. These roles are assigned personally by the owner
to the trusted colleagues, family or friends for sharing their
personal information. Authorizations for these roles may be
very different and depend solely on personal liking and disliking of the owner.
Owner-defined roles are assigned to collaborating users to
enhance the sharing of mutual activities and related context
information.
3) Role Assignment
Owner-defined roles can be assigned automatically when the
system detects collaborative relationships among owner and
requester. It depends on the settings by owner, normally owner would like to share activity information with users who are
mutually involved in an activity of the team. To some other
friends and trusted colleagues owner can manually assign ORole with certain condition or agreement. These roles must
be revoked as soon as they have been used for the said purpose or defined time limit. Their excessive and uncontrolled
use can be a threat for user’s privacy. Role revocation can be
based on static information or dynamic events. Role revocation types are described below.
4) Role Revocation
Owner-defined roles are revoked from the requester after
they have finished with its intended use or after specific time
or event happening. It means role revocation is based on either static or dynamic rules which the system can evaluate
and execute automatically. In addition an owner holds the
right to revoke her owner-defined role from a user who is
no more a trusted user. In the following we describe some
possible scenarios for role revocation.
•

Time dependent revocation
In this case an owner-defined role is revoked after a
fixed duration of time.

•

Event-based revocation
An event can be a start or end of a mutual activity or
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Figure. 1: Simplified data model of entities and collaborations.
a change in a collaborative relationship, for example,
change in user’s enterprise, team, activity, or E-Role.
•

Context-based revocation
The O-Role assigned to be used only in certain context
is revoked when user context changes, for example, a
change in location, online status etc.

•

Agreement-based revocation
O-Role assigned based on an agreement is revoked after
the end of agreement or detection of violation of the agreement. Example of an agreement is ”i will share my
information as long as you share some specific information with me”.

•

History-based revocation
Revoke O-Role based on history of interactions, for example, no contact from user for the last n days.

•

Team
Team entity can be created by one enterprise independently or by more than one enterprises in collaboration.
A team is headed by a team leader who assigns team
activities to users. A user can participate in more than
one team at a time thus resulting in the concept of overlapping teams.

•

Activity
Activities are defined by the team leader and enterprise
management. Team leader selects expert users for performing particular activities from within or outside of
the enterprise. A team can be considered as collection
of sub-teams based on groups of users performing separate activities. Users of these sub-teams can take maximum benefit of our system to enhance sharing among
them using O-Role.

•

Role
E-Roles are assigned by enterprise to users based on
their duty, qualification, and experience. O-roles are assigned by the automatic system or manually by the owner based on collaborative relationships. One or more
users can have same role and more than one roles can
be assigned to one user.

•

User
A user works for an enterprise in one or more teams and
their activities. As an owner of personal and activity
information a user can share this information with other collaborating users using E-Role. To enhance level
of shared information with some trusted and mutually
collaborating users she can define her O-Role and can
change sharing control policy rules for particular users
or other entities.

B. Entities and Relationships
Our sharing control model is based on hybrid roles as well as
entities and their collaborative relationships. There are five
entity types used in our system which are enterprise, team,
activity, role, and user. Entities in our system are treated
differently during sharing control decision because they are
given priorities in order of (enterprise, team, activity, role,
and user) where enterprise is assigned lowest priority and
user is assigned highest priority.
1) Entities
Entities described in our system are modeled with their interactions, collaborations, and relationships as shown in Figure
1. Entities involved in this system are described below.
•

Enterprise
Enterprise is the largest entity and is assigned lowest
priority among entities in our system. Enterprise creates
teams, sharing policies (E-Role), assigns activities and
users to team, and roles to user.

2) Collaborative Relationships
Users working at different entity levels have a collaborative
relationship among them. These are relationships among
users performing activities in overlapping teams belonging
to different enterprises. These collaborative relationships are
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described as Mutual, Member, and Colleague in our system.
Member relationship is described as Me while non-member is
described as NMe. Similarly Mu and C describe mutual and
colleague while non-mutual and non-colleague are described
as NMu and NC respectively. We describe these three types
of collaborative relationships below.
•

•

•

Mutual (Mu)
A mutual relationship between users means that they are
involved in same activity. Users in mutual relationship
share maximum information among them as they have
to complete their mutual activity goals within given time
limits. These users take the benefit of our O-Role to
enhance sharing among them.
Member (Me)
Users working in same team are described having a
member relationship among them. Members of a team
can also benefit from O-Role to enhance their sharing
within a team.
Colleague (C)
A colleague relationship among users describes that
they are working for same enterprise. Colleagues may
not be a part of same team and activities.

In practice, there exist complex relationships among collaborating users due to overlapping teams and collaborating enterprises. For example, there can exist a member relationship
between two users while not being mutual and colleague because they are members of the same team but not employees
of the same enterprise and not working in a mutual activity.
Due to this complexity of relationships, sharing decisions also become complex and it is difficult to define static E-Role
authorization policies in such a dynamic and complex environment. It encourages to create fine-grained policies and
fine-grained management of information.

IV. User-defined Role-based Sharing Control
Architecture
The architecture of our system is shown in Figure 2. In consists of user peers, team peers, and enterprise peers. Web
services technology is used to share information among distributed peers. A user can use the services provided by other
online users. This architecture of a user system consists of
sharing controller, access controller, and context manager.
Sharing controller evaluates the requests for sharing information. It contains different components for deciding about
sharing control policies, collaborative relationships etc. Access controller is required only if the owner wants to enhance
sharing with another user. It controls role assignment and revocation of O-Roles. Context manager collects context from
sources and manages it in different fine-grained hierarchy
levels. Interoperation and working of these components is
described below.
A. Sharing Controller
Sharing controller is the main component of architecture that
accepts requests from requester and evaluates the request for
sharing information. For enhanced sharing it forwards the request to access controller. It also contacts context manager
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Figure. 2: User-defined Role-based Sharing Control Architecture.
to provide current context for evaluation of the request. It uses enterprise policy for E-Roles and user policy for O-Role
to check for evaluation of a request. Requester’s role and
current context conditions are validated first and then it uses
policy evaluator to check entity relationships, their priorities,
and any conflict in policies. After evaluation, either it provides requester with required information at a fine-grained
level authorized for this requester or it forwards the request
to access controller. Following are the components of sharing controller.
1) Enterprise policy and user policy
Sharing control policy in our system is a hybrid policy which
is used for defining authorization rules for our hybrid roles.
Two types of policies are enterprise-defined sharing control
policy and owner-defined sharing control policy (also called
user policy). Enterprise-defines RBAC based policy is rather
static in nature and we extend it using context constraints
in it. Still the enterprise-defined policy is defined by an administrator of enterprise and it is not going to be frequently changed for any entity if required. To allow an owner
to share personal information we define owner-defined policy. Owner-defined policy overrides enterprise-defined policy
when there is a conflict between policy rules. An owner can
change her policy for a user at any entity level when it is
required.
2) Policy Evaluator
Policy evaluator uses enterprise policy, user policy, entity relationships, and collaboration history to evaluate the request.
It consists of two components priority evaluator and conflict handler. Priority evaluator uses entity & relationship to
find the collaborative relationship among requester and owner and then decides about the priorities of entities in request
and policy rules for that request. First it checks user policy
and finds any authorization rule or negative rule for the entity
having higher priority in request, for example, if a requester
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is mutually participating in an activity with owner then any
rule about mutual activity gets highest priority. If user policy
does not contain any rule about the request then it finds enterprise policy for the request. Conflict handler handles policy
conflicts mainly using the priorities of entities. If two rules
are of same priority then negative rule gets priority over positive authorization rule. Once a policy rule for authorization
of request is found context conditions in rule are evaluated.
3) Owner Policy Adaptation
Policy adaptation can be performed only for user policy. An
owner can change own policy at anytime about a certain user
or an entity. In addition system can automatically detect any
change in the collaborative relationship, context, or role of
a user and adapt the policy for that user at runtime. In this
way the user policy can be effectively used in distributed and
dynamic environments which require frequent changes.
B. Access Controller
Sharing controller forwards the request to access controller
for providing O-Role to collaborating users for enhanced
sharing. Access controller uses collaboration and contact history database to find requester’s collaboration with the
owner. Access controller consists of two components that
are role manager and role assignment/revocation. Role manager accepts the request and checks for collaboration and assigned roles and sends request to role assignment/revocation
component. Role assignment/revocation component assigns
new role or revokes a previously assigned role.
1) Role Manager
Role manager accepts request from sharing controller and
finds the collaborative relationship among requester and
owner. If requester is a mutual in an activity with owner
then an O-Role based on requester’s E-Role is assigned. It
depends on owner which collaborative relationships gets an
O-Role and what level of information the requester can access using O-Role. User policy defined by the owner actually
decides what level of information is accessible to a requester
having O-Role.
2) Role Assignment/Revocation
Role assignment/revocation component is used for assigning
owner-defined roles O-Role to requesting users. It uses revocation rules to revoke a role from user. It requests context
manager for the user’s current context to validate revocation
rules. It assigns owner-defined roles to requesting users when
decided by the Role Manager and provides two types of ORole for collaborating partners and for private people.
C. Collaboration & contact history
The history of collaborations among users can be effectively
used for enhanced sharing of information. Sharing controller
and access controller both make use of this history. Normally it is used in a scenarios such as the role of a requester
allows for the requested information but context conditions
or collaborative relationship are not satisfied then the system calculates statistics about previous interactions among
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requester and owner. When user-defined setting for history are provided, the system can automatically decide what
level of recent collaboration history is required to allow for
what level of information sharing. On the other hand system
provides these interaction statistics to the owner. The owner
can check how many times in past this user has requested/granted which information under which context conditions
and how many times interaction was successful or unsuccessful. This build trust in requester and helps owner to decide if
she should allow the request.
D. Context Manager
Context manager provides requested context to request evaluating components. Context information is collected
from sensors and user’s personal information is also provided manually. For example, context is provided by context
servers from different sensors in the environment and activity related context is provided by manual entry. For enhanced
sharing, context information is arranged in hierarchical levels and only certain level of context is shared with a requester.
Context in our system is used for multiple purposes. On one
hand it is used to share owner’s context information with collaborating partners, on the other hand it is used to evaluate
information sharing request. Our system uses context of requester as well as owner to evaluate the information sharing
request.
1) Context Hierarchies
All requesters cannot be allowed to access all requested information. It depends on many factors like collaborative relationships, current context, and owner’s trust. For example,
an owner may want to share more information with users
having specific role, context, or relationship. For this purpose our system manages context in fine-grained hierarchies
of context information at three different levels named as L1,
L2 and L3. Level L1 describes the most detailed information
and level L3 describes the least detail.
2) Types of Context
Following types of context is used in our system.
•

Personal context include user, resources, and environment related features. For example, user’s location, devices etc.

•

Shared context consists of user’s activity, team, and enterprise related features, for example, current activities,
activity status, scheduled activities, calendar of events.

•

History context includes features about history of collaborations with other users, for example, contact history, number of accesses, type of sharing, number and
level of successful/unsuccessful sharing.

•

Collaborative context, for example, collaborating users
in an activity, team, or enterprise, collaborative relationships, collaboration duration.
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V. User-defined Role-based Sharing Control
Policy
Our sharing control policy includes two types of sharing control rules for a hybrid role-based model. Our system uses
Enterprise-defined roles E-Role and owner-defined roles ORole. Two types of authorization rules are used for supporting these two types of roles. These two types of rules in
our system are described as enterprise policy and user policy. Enterprise policy is based on conventional RBAC roles
which are static in nature and cannot be used in dynamic scenarios. We extend RBAC roles by using context constraints.
Still RBAC based policy is defined by an administrator in an
enterprise and is based on the duty of an employee which
cannot be changed easily. For this reason we use user policy
which is flexible and can be changed according to dynamic
requirements of the system.
<UserRules>
<RuleType="regular">
<Action="+">
<Subject>
<Predicate>
<Op>eq</Op>
<EntityName> Role </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> name </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue>Developer</EntityValue>
</Predicate>
</Subject>
<Object> activity service </Object>
<Condition>
<Predicate>
<Op>eq</Op>
<EntityName> activity </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> name </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue>A1</EntityValue>
</Predicate>
<Exp>AND</Exp>
<Predicate>
<Op>neq</Op>
<EntityName> activity </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> status </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue> finished </EntityValue>
</Predicate>
</Condition>
<AccessLevel>
<Predicate>
<Op>eq<Op>
<EntityName> Relationship </EntityName>
<EntityValue> Mu </EntityValue>
</Predicate>
<Level> L1 </Level>
</AccessLevel>
</Action>
</RuleType>
</UserRules>

Listing 1: An example of enterprise-defined policy

A. Authorization Rules
There are two types of policy rules called regular rules and
exceptional rules used in our system. Both of these rules are
based on priorities. Regular rules are based on entity priorities that are user, role, activity, team, and enterprise written
in highest to lowest priority order. These rules define priority
of one entity over another in case of conflict among entities.
For example, consider two conflicting rules. One rule says
says ”sharing of activity information is allowed to users involved in an activity A”. Other rule says that ”sharing of
activity information is not allowed to members of team T”.
There is conflict in these rules when a user is member of team
T and is also involved in activity A. One rule allow sharing
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<UserRules>
<RuleType="exceptional">
<Action="+">
<Subject>
</Predicate>
<Op>eq<Op>
<EntityName> Team </EntityName>
<EntityFunc> name </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue> T2 </EntityValue>
</Predicate>
</Subject>
<Object> activity service </Object>
<Condition>
<Predicate>
<Op>eq<Op>
<EntityName> Role <EntityName>
<EntityFunc> type </EntityFunc>
<EntityValue> O-Role </EntityValue>
</Predicate>
</Condition>
<AccessLevel>
<Predicate>
<Op>eq<Op>
<EntityName> Relationship </EntityName>
<EntityValue> Me </EntityValue>
</Predicate>
<Level> L2 </Level>
</AccessLevel>
</Action>
</RuleType>
</UserRules>

Listing 2: An example of user-defined policy

and other rule disallow. This rule is evaluated based on entity priority and is called a regular rule. Smaller entities get
higher priority than larger ones because close relationship
between users exist in smaller entities. So in this example,
entity priority decides that activity has higher priority than
team in our system so the user involved in activity is allowed
to share information in presence of the fact that members of
team T are not allowed. If there is conflict between entities
, for example, both rules belong to same entity then negative
rule is given priority over positive rule and sharing is disallowed. Our system utilizes the fact that users collaborating
in same activity have closer relationships than users involved
in different activities. Using these facts our policy supports
fine grained level of sharing.
There are some situations when entity-based priority rules
are not effective. For example restricting a bigger entity in
presence of smaller entity authorizations is ineffective because smaller entity gets priority and will continue to enjoy
the sharing. In such situations exceptional priority rules are
needed to fulfill user’s sharing requirements [8]. Exceptional
priority rules are rarely used and are needed in some specific
situations and get priority over all other rules.
Our sharing control policy evaluation algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.
B. Sharing Control Policy
Sharing control rules are explained with example containing
regular and exceptional rules as well as positive and negative
rules. Listing 1 contains an example of enterprise-defined
authorization rules while Listing 2 describes user-defined
policy rules. As shown in listing 1 and Listing 2, positive
rules symbolized as ”+” are used to allow sharing and negative rules symbolized as ”-” are used to disallow sharing.
Enterprise-defined policy in Listing 1 is mainly based on
roles. It shows an example policy for developer role who is
allowed to share activity related context information at lev-
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el L1 (most detailed level) from the mutual users in activity
named A1 as long as the activity is not finished. The example of user policy is shown in Listing 2 where user is using
an exceptional rule to allow all members of team T2 to share
her activity context at level L2 (medium level) as long as they
hold an O-Role provided by the owner.
Algorithm 1 Sharing Control Evaluation Algorithm
1: [Match query and requester context with User Policy]
2: if found owner − def ined rule f or requester’s
identity, role or requested service then
3:
if found negative access then
4:
Reply ”Service Unavailable”
5:
else if found positive access then
6:
if matched requester context with required
context conditions then
7:
Find level of context access
8:
Grant permitted level of requested service
9:
else if found collaborative relationship then
10:
Call access controller for enhanced sharing
11:
Assign O-Role and set revocation rules
12:
Grant permitted level of requested service
13:
else if found collaboration history then
14:
Calculate and evaluate request based on history
statistics
15:
end if
16:
else if found conf licting rules then
17:
If exist use exceptional priority rule, otherwise entity priority
18:
end if
19: else
20:
[Match query with Enterprise Policy]
21:
if found requesters role and requested service and
context conditions then
22:
if found negative access then
23:
Reply ”Service Unavailable”
24:
else if found positive access then
25:
if matched requester context with required
context conditions then
26:
Find level of context access
27:
Grant permitted level of requested service
28:
else
29:
Reply ”Service Unavailable”
30:
end if
31:
else if found conf licting rules then
32:
use entity priority to evaluate request
33:
end if
34:
end if
35: end if

C. Implementation and Discussion
Our user-defined role-based sharing control system is a distributed and dynamic virtual teams based system. It is implemented using Web services in Java and uses peer to peer
model. In this system, user, team, and enterprise are the interacting peers. Users can send request for accessing information from other users using Web services provided by other
users. We implemented the system as a messenger type ap-
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plication for sharing limited amount of information among
collaborating users. Most of the information shared among
collaborating users is context information related to their personal or activity information. This limited amount of context
information sharing is very helpful in knowing about the status of current activities and their progress among collaborating users and with team leader. Distributed and dynamic virtual teams based systems mostly depend on constrained devices like mobile and PDA’s that can share a limited amount
of context information among virtual team users.
User-define role-based sharing control model shows the importance of enhanced sharing and privacy of owner context
being shared in complex real world scenarios involving multiple entities and their complex collaborative relationships.
The sharing control system allows sharing of information
based on hybrid roles, collaborative relationships, context conditions, and history of collaborations. It enhances the
sharing of information and at the same time preserve the privacy of owner by sharing information at a certain level of
granularity using user policy and dynamic constraints.

VI. Related Work
To enhance sharing of information among collaborating users in dynamic virtual team environment, we extend RBAC
model [14] using context constraints, collaborative relationships, owner-defined roles. In addition we use fine-grained
context information management [18] and entity priorities.
We use all this to cope with the changing requirements of
the system and to provide user with information as much
as possible. Ad-hoc collaborations in virtual teams are described in [19] and the sharing challenges are described in
[15]. In past access control list and capability list were used
to implement access control [7]. Scalability of access rights management was a major problem until the development
of Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model [14] and later
standardized in [12]. Requirements of access control in collaborative environments are described by [28] and survey is
presented in [6]. RBAC has been extended using additional roles in [25] which creates environment roles. Dynamic
adaptation of policies for access control systems is described
in [36] and [37].
The importance of context-aware systems is highlighted in
[20] and [21] and preferences for access control in awareness
systems is given in [38]. The DySCon system [39] extends
RBAC using context of requester, owner, and environment.
In this paper, we extend DySCon to provide hybrid roles and
policy creating owner-defined roles that can be revoked using predefined context conditions. Owner-defined roles are
also described by [40] in which requester selects one role out
of many role provided by owner. It leaves the difficulty of
role selection to requester. In our system [35], we use two
types of roles, enterprise-defined roles E-Role and ownerdefined role O-Role and provide methods to handle hybrid
roles. Conflicts in policies can occur in complex environment where many entities are involved. We use entity priority mechanism and exceptional priorities for handling conflicts. Some strategies for rule conflict handling are described
in [9] and [8]. The sharing control system [23] describes a
conflict handling mechanism for dynamic collaborative environments using collaborative relationships and priorities of
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all entities in the environment.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work
Hybrid roles and collaborative relationships are used in this
system to provide enhanced sharing control and privacy to
owner’s personal and activity related context information.
The paper describes user-defined role-based sharing control
model, its architecture, and implementation using Web services technology. The RBAC model is extended with context constraints, owner-defined roles O-Role, collaborative
relationships, and collaboration history. The O-Roles assignment and revocation rules are provided. Architecture of the
system using Web services and Peer to Peer model is presented and interoperation and working of all components of
the architecture is described to provide required level of enhanced sharing and privacy. Due to the involvement of multiple entities and their collaborative relationships, system and
its policies becomes complex. Handling of these complexities using extended enterprise-defined RBAC-based policy
and user policy based on O-Role is described. The evaluation of sharing control request in presence of these hybrid
roles and policies is explained using an algorithm. Future
work includes the use of autonomic and semantic techniques
for dynamic policy adaptation and for description of entities,
relationships, and policy rules respectively.
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